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How Old is GRASS?How Old is GRASS?

•• A Look at Some Evidence ...A Look at Some Evidence ...









The Questions ...The Questions ...

•• Was it appropriate to release GRASS intoWas it appropriate to release GRASS into

the public domain?the public domain?

•• Should GRASS have been transitioned into aShould GRASS have been transitioned into a

commercial product?commercial product?

•• Would it have been successful?Would it have been successful?

•• Why didn't any of the early developersWhy didn't any of the early developers

attempt to commercialize GRASS?attempt to commercialize GRASS?



L. VanL. Van
WarrenWarren

http://www.wdv.com

r.combine

(NAME good.place
       (AND
                (OR
                        (GROUP 1 2 5 (geology))
                        (GROUP 1-5 (elevation))
                )
                (NOT
                        (GROUP 1-4 (landuse))
                )
      )
)

http://secretgene.com

You type in any disease rare or common and it tells you
where the experts are and the portals for treatment.



Dr. FredDr. Fred
LimpLimp



DavidDavid
GerdesGerdes

Redeveloped the v. suite
Initiated the GL based

3D Vis projects
Ported GRASS



ChrisChris
RewertsRewerts

A survey of open source developers
http://www.stanford.edu/group/floss-us/stats/

The Magic Cauldron
http://www.catb.org/~esr/writings/magic-cauldron/magic-cauldron.html
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/motivation.html

http://www.informit.com/articles/article.asp?p=420287&seqNum=2&rl=1

http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=776867&dl=GUIDE&coll=GUIDE

Encountered GRASS as
PhD student

Assisted professor to
use GRASS as teaching
tool

Wrote d.rast.xxx
programs

Wrote r.answers

“I was relieved that my coding was acceptable,

but also please that I could contribute back to a

collective resource from which I had benefited.”





MichaelMichael
ShapiroShapiro

GRASS lead programmer

i. commands

GRASS libraries

programmer’s manual

r.mapcalc

many other commands



WilliamWilliam
GoranGoran

Managed the entire GRASS effort at CERL

Created and managed the GRASS Inter-Agency
Steering Committee

Managed the relationships with other government and
commercial organizations.

Oversaw the transition of GRASS to OGF, the Open
GRASS Consortium



Sample TransitionsSample Transitions

•• Open GRASS FoundationOpen GRASS Foundation

•• LAS and Global GeoinformaticsLAS and Global Geoinformatics



GRASSGRASS
Transitioned toTransitioned to

OGFOGF









LASLAS

••Gilles ClementGilles Clement

••GRASSLANDGRASSLAND

••Tcl/Tk GRASSTcl/Tk GRASS

••OGDIOGDI

••OGC memberOGC member

••gc@globalgeo.cgc@globalgeo.c
omom



SummarySummary
••Was it appropriate to release GRASS into the public domain?Was it appropriate to release GRASS into the public domain?

••YesYes

••Should GRASS have been transitioned into a commercial product?Should GRASS have been transitioned into a commercial product?

••Yes, no, and there have been some attemptsYes, no, and there have been some attempts

••Would it have been successful?Would it have been successful?

••Perhaps, but no tries have been successful yet.Perhaps, but no tries have been successful yet.

••Why didn't any of the early developers attempt to commercialize GRASS?Why didn't any of the early developers attempt to commercialize GRASS?

••Not entrepreneurialNot entrepreneurial

••Driven by different goalsDriven by different goals

★★ Need a jobNeed a job

★★ Successful software attracts future employersSuccessful software attracts future employers

★★ Public goodPublic good

★★ Interesting workInteresting work



P.S. Pieces of the MagicP.S. Pieces of the Magic
Brilliant software developersBrilliant software developers

Blue jean work ethicBlue jean work ethic
A passion for the public goodA passion for the public good

Contributing > getting richContributing > getting rich
Success through supporting the success ofSuccess through supporting the success of

othersothers
Inter-agency coordinationInter-agency coordination

Regular review of user needs and R&D plansRegular review of user needs and R&D plans
Regular releases with testingRegular releases with testing

Continual sharing among programmersContinual sharing among programmers
Stable annual releases for the rest of usStable annual releases for the rest of us

Passionate communityPassionate community
Annual user meetingsAnnual user meetings
Fun, friends, kindred spiritsFun, friends, kindred spirits


